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For this variety cryptic, we’ve included 
some elements (such as enumerations) and 
excluded others (such as bars that indicate 
where entries go). In each of 20 numbered 
squares, the entry or entries that provide 
its contents are clued as, appropriately, 
Contents. (Where two clues are given, one 
entry is across and one is down, in either 
order; where one clue is given, it could be 
either across or down.) The Discontents are 
entries that do not pass through any 
numbered boxes and are clued without any 
grid reference at all. If bars were included, the 
grid would show traditional 180º symmetry. 

CONTENTS 
1.  For this puzzle’s Contents, he 

developed the standard model of the 
professor’s drill (4) 

2. Greek God found in encyclopedia 
volume with Penelope’s husband and 
Eurydice’s lover? (5) 

3. Dad uncovered folio of Corsican patriot (5) 
 Powerful and pungent salt deposit 

buried in Indiana city (8) 
4. Perhaps backpacking close by 

Amsterdam? (5) 
Mother with tragic past recalled in 
recognition by Buckingham (5) 

5. Drone softly or sound shrilly (4) 
Expert at search engine querying (7) 

6. Crisp chapter on intellectual property (4)  
In Shakespeare, raw filth heralds 
Henry’s end (5) 

7. Duet of violas at Queen’s return in the 
City of Music (6) 

 Meet engineer I turn on (3,4) 
8. After crushing tail, provoke monster 

that lives in the Fire Swamp (4) 
Dressing for a month in Cancún (4)  

9. Coal flue bent (4) 
 Common saint coming out of hard 

times (4) 
10. It’s a thin façade holding general back 

from mutinous revenge (6)  
City in Texas I enable to change (7) 

11. Upstanding family given a trailer in 
Norwegian city (6) 

 Tour in a lyceum includes standing-
room-only facilities? (6) 

12. Bogey may be as good as it gets for 
this one golfer I’m playing (8) 

 Former Green Bay coach to Packers at 
Lambeau: “Smile for the audience” (8) 

13. Change wedding site over the phone (5) 
 Conquistador emerging from molten 

lava with awesome ring (8) 

14. Irons out sticky matter for the strings 
section (5) 

 Half of films follow, like, one sci-fi 
legend (6) 

15. Back road work shed (4) 
 Plane in distress striking Long Neck (4) 
16. This Spanish restaurant’s ingredients (4) 
 Religion is founded on escape (5) 
17. Doctor starting off round one of wash 

with chemical solvents (3,5) 
Tell everyone stiff drinks ruined cola (8) 

18. Duchess detailed Harry’s standing (5) 
Awkwardly impart, “This is a dump” (6) 

19. Knockoff akin to sushi ingredient (4) 
20. Raven fabric in a long strip (5) 

State of Iowa chasing physique fit for 
broadcasting? (8) 

DISCONTENTS 
Individuals from IBM taking a step back to 

reveal rogue AI (3) 
Italy: ordered and unordered of the Roman 

Catholic Church (5) 
Cancel mounted muskellunge piece (4) 
Swapping 3 and 6 from watch face (7) 
Remove some dirt from placemat that is 

greasy (4) 
It begins palliating sickness! (4)
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